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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Using RNA-coat protein crosslinking we have shown that the principal RNA recognition surface on
the interior of infectious MS2 virions overlaps with the known peptides that bind the high afﬁnity
translational operator, TR, within the phage genome. The data also reveal the sequences of
genomic fragments in contact with the coat protein shell. These show remarkable overlap with
previous predictions based on the hypothesis that virion assembly is mediated by multiple
sequences-speciﬁc contacts at RNA sites termed Packaging Signals (PSs). These PSs are variations on
the TR stem-loop sequence and secondary structure. They act co-operatively to regulate the
dominant assembly pathway and ensure cognate RNA encapsidation. In MS2, they also trigger
conformational change in the dimeric capsomere creating the A/B quasi-conformer, 60 of which are
needed to complete the TD3 capsid. This is the most compelling demonstration to date that this
ssRNA virus, and by implications potentially very many of them, assemble via a PS-mediated
assembly mechanism.
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Background
Single-stranded, positive-sense RNA phages co-assemble their protective coat protein shells around copies of
their genomic RNA. This is one of the 2 common virus
assembly mechanisms, the other being formation of a
procapsid and the subsequent introduction of the viral
genome, most commonly in the form of dsDNA, via
specialized protein machinery. Spontaneous co-assembly is an essential feature of the lifecycles of a very
wide range of important pathogens in every kingdom
of life.1 Genome packaging in these viruses has been
thought to be dominated by coat protein-coat protein
(CP) interactions, and favorable electrostatic contacts
that ensure RNA encapsidation, with at most a single,
high-afﬁnity CP-binding RNA signal.2-6 Recent work
with a variety of viruses in this family suggests that
these models are not representative of in vivo scenarios.7 When the ﬁrst atomic structure of a spherical
virus, namely that of Tomato Bushy Stunt Virus
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(TBSV), was revealed by Harrison and co-workers in a
technical tour de force they deﬁned the major structural questions that needed to be answered to explain
that structure.8 These are how is genome encapsidation
speciﬁcity achieved, and secondly how is the quasiequivalence of the TBSV TD3 capsid established during assembly. We have now provided mechanistic
explanations for both these events.9-12 We have shown
that multiple RNA sites encompassing minimal CP
sequence recognition motifs, when presented via RNA
folding, regulate both packaging speciﬁcity and the
pathway of virion assembly (Fig. 1). In effect, the RNA
encodes a set of capsid assembly instructions, via multiple Packaging Signals (PSs). PSs facilitate formation
of the protein-protein contacts in their capsids, and for
bacteriophage MS2 it has been shown that they also
act as allosteric switches determining the formation
and placement of the quasi-conformers of the capsomeres forming the TD3 shell13-17 (Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. PS-mediated assembly of STNV. (A) Multiple, short, degenerate CP-recognition motifs within the STNV genome (highlighted in
red) in the primary sequence (top), when presented appropriately by RNA folding into stem-loops, are bound co-operatively at high
afﬁnity (low nM) by cognate CPs. This is revealed by smFCS assays with oligos dye-labeled at one end (middle). An individual PS, shown
to the left of the smFCS trace in blue, stimulates sequence-speciﬁc assembly when titrated with increasing CP concentrations. Titration
points are shown below the trace also in blue. At a threshold concentration, »5 nM, the Rh shifts from around 3 nm to around 7 nm,
consistent with formation of an RNA-CP capsomere, which we have shown contains 3 CP subunits. Thereafter, a T D 1 VLP is created,
due to CP-CP interactions with this initiation complex that is only complete by 3 mM CP. In contrast, a viral fragment encompassing the
ﬁrst 127 nt at the 50 end of the genome and predicted to form 5 PSs, reveals the co-operativity between these CP binding sites. The initial Rh is unchanged until the CP concentration reaches »120 nM, where it declines by about 20% mimicking effects we have seen on
the full length genome (titration points shown in black above the trace). As CP concentration increases there is a rapid and complete
transition to a T D 1 capsid, reﬂecting the co-operative interactions between CPs being mediated by the PSs. There are at least 2 stages
of assembly, a rapid initial collapse of the genome preparing it for encapsidation into the limited space of its TD1 capsid (cartoon, bottom), and a slower assembly completion stage. (B) The molecular basis of PS action is revealed by the crystal structure of VLPs assembled around an RNA encompassing a high afﬁnity PS, B3. In the presence of PSs, a region of the CP toward the N-terminus that is
normally disordered forms an additional turn of a-helix. This region is rich in basic amino acids suggesting that PS binding overcomes
an electrostatic barrier preventing CP-CP interaction from forming the trimeric capsomere.
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Figure 2. PS-mediated assembly of the T D 3 MS2 virion. (A) The capsomere in this case is a CP dimer, which in the absence of RNA is
symmetrical in solution, consistent with it resembling the C/C quasi-dimer of the capsid. Binding to TR, and other related stem-loops,
triggers a conformational change to the A/B-like dimer. Such RNA switching is required up to 60 times to make the T D 3 shell. (B) There
is only a single copy of TR within the MS2 genome but many variant stem-loops can be formed that contain some of the important recognition features for CP31. Note, when these interactions (arrowed in ﬁgure) are measured in vitro their afﬁnities are lowered signiﬁcantly (shown as relative reduced afﬁnities compared to TR). However, the concentration of a single stem-loop in the volume of the
capsid is »0.3 mM. This compares with the Kd for TR binding to a CP dimer which is 1–10 nM, depending on the assays used. In vivo
therefore many of the variant stem-loops can be expected to act as PSs. The locations of these variant PSs have been predicted and are
shown below on the genetic map of the phage. Those that are also independently identiﬁed by the recent cross-linking within infectious phage are highlighted in red.

PSs facilitate virion assembly: The plant satellite
virus, Satellite Tobacco Necrosis Virus (STNV) also
assembles using a PS-mediated mechanism. In that
case the capsid is a T D 1 shell that encompasses a
genome encoding only the CP gene, ﬂanked by
untranslated regions that enhance the efﬁciency of its
replication and translation. STNV relies on a helper
virus, Tobacco Necrosis Virus, for production of a
replicase. In a T D 1 shell all the capsomeres, coat protein subunits, in the shell are in identical conformations. However, the STNV CP is similar to very many
plant virus coat proteins, with a highly basic N-terminal region that is on the interior of the capsid and
expected to interact with the RNA genome. Such electrostatic interactions were thought to provide the driving force for assembly, with the positively charged
amino acids in the CP overcoming mutual repulsions
between segments of the RNA chain. Using single
molecule ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy
(smFCS) assays of STNV reassembly (Fig. 1) we have
shown that this idea is incorrect. SmFCS allows us to

monitor the hydrodynamic radius of dye-labeled species in real time at nanomolar (nM) concentrations,
which are signiﬁcantly lower than in most previous
reassembly assays. When STNV RNA fragments are
end-labeled with dye and then CPs are added under
these conditions only cognate CPs generate an assembly reaction, and with the full length genome this
results in a collapse of the hydrodynamic radius of the
RNA preparing it for encapsidation. The collapse is
clearly the result of multiple CP-RNA interactions.
Such encapsidation speciﬁcity is characteristic of natural infections but is hard to rationalise via a purely
electrostatic assembly mechanism. The CP alone does
not self-assemble beyond monomer at low concentrations, up to micromolar, so these effects are RNA
interaction dependent.
Multiple sites that could function as PSs were identiﬁed within the STNV genome using the technique of
RNA SELEX directed against the CP, coupled to bioinformatic analysis of both sequence and secondary
structure potential.18 They consist of RNA stem-loops
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displaying loops of 4, 5 or 6 nucleotides with the putative CP recognition sequence, -A.X.X.A-. These sites
are distributed across both coding and non-coding
regions of the genome. The ﬁrst 125 nts at the 50 end
of the STNV genome are predicted to encompass 5
such PS sites both in the untranslated UTR and at the
start of the CP gene. This fragment undergoes a collapse when STNV CP is added, followed by a co-operative assembly reaction forming the T D 1 shell. These
reactions do not occur when the recognition motifs in
all 5 stem-loops are replaced by –U.U.U.U-, conﬁrming sequence speciﬁcity, and result in aberrant assemblies if the relative spacing of the stem-loops is altered.
These results are consistent with a sequence-speciﬁc
assembly initiation, leading to RNA collapse and subsequent VLP assembly. The PSs act by favoring the
formation of the CP-CP contacts in the T D 1 shell
and this effect is ablated by altered spacing of the
wild-type PS elements. We have shown that these
effects can be recreated in fragments that lack all the
viral sequences except the CP recognition motif and
the ability to form stem-loops at the same relative
positions.
A structural explanation for this behavior comes
from X-ray structure determination of VLPs assembled around multiple copies of single PSs at slightly
higher concentrations19 (Fig. 1). This reveals that in
the presence of the preferred RNA oligo the CP
becomes more ordered at its N-terminus. In the
virion, and VLPs assembled with E.coli RNAs, the
basic N-terminal region is disordered below residue
12 with residues beyond this point forming an a helix.
In the presence of the PS, order extends to residue 8
and an extra turn of a helix is formed. This peptide is
very rich in basic amino acids which must cluster
together around the particle 3-fold axes in a capsid. It
appears that the PS placement on the CPs overcomes
repulsive effects between CPs that prevent assembly of
the CP alone.
PSs also establish quasi-equivalent conformations

Bacteriophage MS2 is a T D 3 virion20 composed of
180 copies (actually 178 copies, see below) of an identical CP subunit organized as non-covalent dimers
(Fig. 2). In contrast to the situation in STNV, MS2
must correctly form its 5-fold axes during assembly
otherwise it will not be able to create a closed container for its 3569 nt genome. Structurally these

symmetry axes are composed of an asymmetric quasiconformer of the CP dimer, known as the A/B dimer,
the B conformers forming the proteins surrounding
the particle 5-fold axes. Symmetrical C/C dimers
make up the rest of the capsid shell. All three CP conformers are distinguished by the conformation of a
loop of polypeptide chain connecting the F & G
b-strands of the CP fold. How each quasi-conformer
is correctly placed is a major structural problem. We
showed using non-covalent mass spectrometry,13,15
including ion mobility measurements,17 that the
quasi-conformers could be switched by addition of oligonucleotides encompassing the TR sequence, the
RNA-CP interaction favoring formation of the A/B
state, rather than C/C, even though the FG-loops are
distal from the RNA binding site. Modeling demonstrated that other TR-like stem-loops, sharing elements of the TR recognition motif for the CP dimer,
could trigger the same allosteric effect via a perturbation of the conformational dynamics of the protein
favoring A/B,14 suggesting that other stem-loops in
the genomic sequence could function similarly to TR.
The RNA-free C/C dimer and the TR-bound A/B
dimer are kinetically trapped intermediates in vitro,
but rapidly form T D 3 VLPs in each other’s presence,
and indeed TR and TR-like stem-loops appear to be
PSs in this system. This led to the idea that up to 60
stem-loops within the MS2 genome might be required
to complete virion assembly.
Latest work and its signiﬁcance

The traditional approach to establishing the functionality of sequence/structures in biology is to mutate the
region in question and examine how this alters the
wild-type phenotype. This is a very powerful
approach, but in the case of PS-mediated assembly
cannot be attempted simply as the RNA sequence controls both its own folding and impacts on replicative
and translational efﬁciency. However, in one
approach21 the single copy TR site within the RNA
was mutated so it would not fold into a stem-loop.
Remarkably, this yielded phages that were wild-type
when titred in E.coli. However, altering the TR recognition site in the CP, based on known crystal structures,23-26 was completely lethal. This shows that a
single PS, even a high afﬁnity one such as TR, is not
by itself essential, as expected for an evolutionarily
robust mechanism. The authors concluded that the
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genome contained other sites that could mimic
TR.22,31 Motivated by the fact that other genomic
stem-loops can also act as triggers of the required allosteric switch of the A/B dimers,14 we developed a
novel combination of graph theory and bioinformatics31 to identify potential candidates for such additional PSs. As expected for PS-mediated assembly27,
we identiﬁed an ensemble of PSs with a common recognition motif.
As an alternative to mutating all 60 potential PS
sites and then trying to do controls for replication and
translation, infectious virions have been interrogated
to see if they show the expected features of PS-mediated assembly. Working with Cheng Kao’s group at
Indiana University, where they have developed the
technology to interrogate RNA-protein contacts
within virions using either formaldehyde or UVcross-linking,22,28-30 we examined infectious MS2 virions to see if they showed evidence of PS-mediated
assembly. The CP peptides in contact with the genome
were determined by mass spectrometry, and the RNA
oligos in contact with the CP shell by NextGen
sequencing. The only CP peptides in contact with the
RNA correspond to those known to form the TR binding site,23-26 consistent with repeated RNA-CP contacts acting as PS conformational switches14. The
RNA fragments showed a remarkable correspondence
with previous predictions31,32 of the non-TR PS sites
based on structural data, SELEX, functional CP-binding assays and novel theoretical analysis tools developed by the group, and included the TR site that can
be thought of as a positive control. The results are a
completely independent conﬁrmation of the PS-mediated assembly model.
Virions are necessarily transient structures, acting
as transport vehicles for the genome between hosts. In
a large number of cases the initial steps in infection
for positive-sense, ssRNA viruses involve contact with
a cellular receptor leading to conformational changes
within the viral shell ultimately enabling the extrusion
of the genome through a unique capsomer or vertex.
For such an infection mechanism to occur the virus
must be able to position one end of its RNA close to
or beneath that special vertex. PS-mediated assembly
can provide that control. In the case of MS2 there is
an additional factor, namely a single copy maturation
protein (MP) that both serves as the attachment point
to the initial bacterial receptor, the pilus (Fig. 3) and
guides the RNA-MP complex, formed via distinct MP

e1157666-5

Figure 3. The implications of PS-mediated assembly for the earliest stages of infection. Shown is the asymmetric tomographic
structure of MS2, at low resolution, bound to its initial cellular
receptor, the E.coli F-pilus. This structure shows extensive density
for the viral RNA, conﬁrming the idea that PS-mediated assembly
leads to almost identical RNA conformations within each viral
particle. The contact to the pilus is mediated by the maturation
protein, MP, which also binds to speciﬁc sites close to either end
of the viral genome. Only the MP-RNA complex enters the bacterial cell, leaving the CP shell largely intact. MP replaces a C/C
capsomere in an otherwise icosahedral protein shell.

PSs, into the target cell. Mathematical modeling of
such an assembly reaction suggests that it ensures cognate and complete capsid assembly via the most stable
assembly pathways,11 and that this can only be
observed if the CP concentration is slowly ramped up
as in a real infection. Perhaps this is one reason why
PS-mediated assembly has been overlooked in previous in vitro reassembly reactions, while it was unambiguously demonstrated by us in the presence of such
a ramp.12 In effect, the RNA forms a unique sequence
of RNA-CP contacts with the overlying CP shell, a
problem akin to the dilemma faced by a traveling
salesman, i.e. identiﬁcation of the best route to visit a
number of deﬁned sites once and only once while
avoiding doubling back. These results imply an astonishing prediction, namely that there are only a very
limited number of conformations of the RNA in proximity to the CP layer within every viral particle.
Indeed, the interpretation of the recent cross-linking
data assumes this to be the case.
This is a startling prediction, but there is independent evidence that this is true. An asymmetric tomographic33 reconstruction of the structure of MS2
bound to its initial cellular receptor, the bacterial pilus,
although at low resolution, clearly reveals ordered
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density for the RNA (Fig. 3). Since this technique
averages a large number of asymmetric objects, i.e.,
the individual virions bound to the pilus, this result
can only occur if the RNA has the predicted similar
conformation adjacent to the protein shell in different
particles.33 This density can be analyzed in terms of
the traveling salesman idea, and indeed corresponds
to the layout expected from the assembly path based
on the previously predicted and now experimentally
validated PSs.34
The occurrence of such genome un-coating intermediates highlights the fact that all virions are asymmetric objects despite the highly symmetrical coat
protein shells they assemble. The asymmetry comes in
many forms: The genome is an asymmetric object, used
in PS-mediated assembly to facilitate the construction
of a symmetrical shell. PS-CP contacts formed impart
asymmetric properties to each CP or capsomere contacted. Since PSs are sequence/structure degenerate their
afﬁnities for CP vary and hence they have differing
impacts on CP dynamics. Another explicit form of
asymmetry arises when the capsid shells contain unique
structural features. For the RNA phages this comes in
the form of a unique copy of a maturation protein
(MP). The MS2 MP also has speciﬁc RNA binding sites
on the viral genome located toward each end of the
RNA, in effect making it circular and thus reducing the
complexity of the potential conformations of the packaged genome, which has signiﬁcant impact on virus
assembly kinetics.35 Only the MP-RNA complex gets
into the target bacterium with the CP shell remaining
outside. The asymmetric tomogram33 suggests that the
MP is an integral component of the external protein
coat replacing one of the C/C quasi-conformers, hence
the true CP content is 178 CPs, not 180. This may come
as surprise to people used to looking at crystal structures
or EM reconstructions of MS2 and the other RNA
phages which are always portrayed as having wholly
symmetrical icosahedral surface lattices of CPs. These
are the result of using the icosahedral symmetry averaging to improve the electron density maps in each case.
The fact that this non-crystallographic averaging works,
shows that the degree of asymmetry is small, since it
does not perturb crystal lattices signiﬁcantly, nor does
the asymmetric feature have enough mass compared to
the symmetric elements to bias the particle averaging in
EM studies. For MS2 the CP shell follows precisely the
organization of a T D 3 icosahedral surface lattice except
in the one capsomere position taken up by the MP. Such

asymmetric capsid features have implications for capsid
stability36, and therefore play a role in disassembly.
The new cross-linking studies22 allowed us to dissect the functions of the MP protein in detail for the
ﬁrst time. Its known functions of sequence-speciﬁc
RNA binding appear localized to the N-terminal
domain, comprising about 40% of the total length,
while the C-terminal domain is likely to be the site of
the pilin interaction site. Sequence comparisons
between phage MPs suggest that these functions are
conserved with respect to domains, although there is
variability in the RNA-binding domain and extensive
conservation of the pilin-binding domain.
PSs must be appropriately presented for CP recognition, and in the examples studied to date this is in the
form of an RNA stem-loop. Such structures are transient. Indeed, in isolated oligos their free energy of folding may be positive. They are also in competition with
other RNA folds required to promote replication or
translation. A question therefore arises as to the mechanism of PS formation. We tested this directly using
lead-ion RNA structure probing of CP-free RNAs and
the genomic RNA within virions. The data suggest that
some PSs are present before encapsidation while others
form during the assembly process. Since the RNA exists
as an ensemble of folded states, the functional folds of
the PSs must ﬂicker in and out of existence until CP
binding and initiation of assembly.

Summary
The assembly of ssRNA viruses, one of the largest classes of viral pathogens that infect organisms in all kingdoms of life, is regulated by multiple, sequencespeciﬁc RNA-CP contacts making the process highly
co-operative, accurate and efﬁcient. This mechanism
is probably also vital for the earliest stages of new
infections. These principles have largely been worked
out using the RNA phage MS2 which has already provided many ﬁrsts in the history of molecular biology,
e.g. the ﬁrst complete genome sequence.37 These studies highlight the continuing utility of “model” organisms for understanding the details of the molecular
mechanisms underlying complex biological events.
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